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Conference believes 

1. NUS Black Students’ Campaign and Women’s Campaign released a report on 

the experience of Muslim students in the UK, in collaboration with the 

Federation of Student Islamic Societies on 19th March 1 2 

2. NUS’ Institutional Racism Review, concluded that much more work had to be 

done on Islamophobia within NUS.3 

3. Key findings: 

a. The detrimental impact of PREVENT on students surveyed 

b. A democratic ‘gap’ caused in part by PREVENT, cutting Muslim students 

out of civic engagement 

c. 1 in 3 Muslim Students who had attended NUS Events had faced anti-

muslim hatred at the events 

 

Conference further believes 

1. The report recognises the increasing concerns about the normalisation of 

Islamophobia in society as well as the scrutiny and racism levelled at Muslims 

in public positions, including of NUS officers. 

2. The findings exemplify the ‘chilling effect’ of PREVENT. 

3. The survey shows that many Muslim students feel let down by NUS and by 

their SUs, and that they must do more to combat Islamophobia on campus 

4. The survey particularly highlights how gendered oppression intersects with 

Islamophobia, and that Muslim women are disproportionately the victims of 

racist abuse 

5. That many NUS Officers and NEC Members have previously highlighted the 

double standards and Islamophobia they have been exposed to within NUS 

spaces 

 

                                                        
1 https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/articles/our-research-into-the-experiences-of-muslimsineducation 
2 https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/the-experience-of-muslim-students-in-2017-18 
3 https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/strategy/institutional-racism-review 
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Conference resolves 

1. To officially endorse the Muslim Student Survey report. 

2. To work towards implementing its recommendations alongside the Black 

Students’ and Women’s Campaign, and FOSIS, ensuring that proper 

resources are made available to them 

3. Embed the recommendations within NUS’ Race Equity work 

4. Combating Islamophobia in NUS and its membership must be a priority of the 

organisation for the coming years 

5. Report back to NUS NC2019 on progress made upon the report 

recommendations. 

 

Conference Believes 

1. The last few weeks has seen waves of incidents of explicit racism on 

campuses 

2. At Nottingham Trent, Rufaro Chisango locked herself in her room after racist 

chants were yelled outside of her door 

3. At DMU, Elizabeth Sawyer was suspended after reporting racist abuse 

4. At Exeter, Arsalan Motavali exposed a whatsapp group full of vitriolic hate 

5. Colleges/universities often fail to confront racism within their campuses. 

6. For the sake of maintaining a façade of multicultural harmony, institutions 

will more often downplay incidents than risk highlighting issues facing Black 

students. 

7. In the above cases, students of colour criticised their universities’ slow or 

non-existent responses. 

 

Conference Further Believes 

1. In many cases, students’ of colour only recourse to any type of accountability 

is online. 
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2. For Students of colour afforded very little social capital within their 

institutions, naming-and-shaming becomes the currency with which they can 

force their institutions into action. 

3. In many cases students campaigning against incidents are muzzled/brushed 

off by their institutions 

4. Students of colour affected by hate crimes may instead seek support from 

Black student groups or officers within their SUs, which may remain 

underequipped to deal with these effectively. 

5. Universities response to this has been weak and non-commital to taking 

further action 

6. On some campuses like Exeter, students have formed groups like UnMASK 

Exeter to expose racism and have organised public displays of solidarity 

  

Conference Resolves 

1. Campaign alongside students pushing their institutions towards more robust 

anti-racist practice. 

2. Support students facing threats/victimisation for exposing incidents of 

racism, or poor responses from their institutions. 

3. NUS to publicly denounce weak institutional responses to dealing with racism 

on campus 

4. To provide the the Black Students Campaign with resources to support to 

students in combating racism on campus locally, and build up casework on 

sector policy. 

 

 

Conference Believes 

1. Students in France have been protesting a recent law which establishes a 

form of entrance selection to universities. This movement started at the 

beginning of February and has had the support of various public sector 

unions. 

2. This led to a wave of occupations in universities in Toulouse, Bordeaux, Lille, 

Strasbourg, Tours and Paris.  
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3. In some police intervened such as in Bordeaux where students were beat up 

by riot cops on March 7. 

4. On March 24th in a group of men in balaclavas carrying batons and tasers 

attacked students occupying a Law faculty lecture hall at Montpellier 

University. Four students were hospitalised, including two with serious skull 

injuries.  

5. Some of the attackers have been recognised as faculty members, and a far-

right blog also attributed the attack to the GUD, a violent fascist group. The 

dean of the faculty opened to doors to the occupation to let the attackers in, 

and later applauded their actions. He did so apparently after the police had 

refused to break up the occupation.  There have been protests against these 

attacks and he has now resigned. 

 

Conference Further Believes 

1. We must stand in solidarity with the student movement in France’s 

campaigning to defend inclusive higher education. 

2. We must stand in solidarity against any violent attacks to our movement 

around the world, whether these come from fascists or the police. 

 

 

Conference Resolves 

1. To write a statement expressing solidarity with this movement and 

condemning the attacks. 

 


